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Abstract A bone cell population dynamics model for cor-
tical bone remodeling under mechanical stimulus is devel-
oped in this paper. The external experiments extracted from
the literature which have not been used in the creation of
the model are used to test the validity of the model. Not
only can the model compare reasonably well with these ex-
perimental results such as the increase percentage of final
values of bone mineral content (BMC) and bone fracture en-
ergy (BFE) among different loading schemes (which proves
the validity of the model), but also predict the realtime devel-
opment pattern of BMC and BFE, as well as the dynamics of
osteoblasts (OBA), osteoclasts (OCA), nitric oxide (NO) and
prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) for each loading scheme, which can
hardly be monitored through experiment. In conclusion, the
model is the first of its kind that is able to provide an in-
sight into the quantitative mechanism of bone remodeling at
cellular level by which bone cells are activated by mechan-
ical stimulus in order to start resorption/formation of bone
mass. More importantly, this model has laid a solid foun-
dation based on which future work such as systemic control
theory analysis of bone remodeling under mechanical stimu-
lus can be investigated. The to-be identified control mecha-
nism will help to develop effective drugs and combined non-
pharmacological therapies to combat bone loss pathologies.
Also this deeper understanding of how mechanical forces
quantitatively interact with skeletal tissue is essential for the
generation of bone tissue for tissue replacement purposes in
tissue engineering.
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1 Introduction

At the cellular level, bone remodeling is an organized pro-
cess where osteoclasts remove old bone and osteoblasts re-
place it with newly formed bone. The osteoclasts and os-
teoblasts work in a coupled manner within a so-called “basic
multicellular unit” (BMU) which is a mediator mechanism
bridging individual cellular activity to whole bone morphol-
ogy [1] and follows an activation-resorption-formation se-
quence [2].

Bone is a metabolically active tissue capable of adapt-
ing its structure and mass to the biological and mechani-
cal environment and repairing damaged sections through re-
modeling. In particular, mechanical loading has significant
influence on bone remodeling. Disused or reduced loading
due to long term bed rest, cast immobilization or micrograv-
ity conditions (such as experienced by astronauts in a space
station or shuttle) induces obvious bone loss and mineral
changes [3], probably because of a lack of convective fluid
flow in the canalicular network. Overuse or increased load-
ing such as experienced in weight lifting exercises causes
damage to bone tissue, which in turn stimulates bone remod-
eling and eventually achieves bone gain. One of the impor-
tant roles of bone remodeling is to continuously replace and
repair damaged bone tissue. Osteoclasts start resorbing bone
in response to signals which are as yet unknown but may
include direct damage to osteocytes via micro-cracks in the
bone matrix.

The adaptive response of bone to mechanical loading
is highly site specific. This is clearly evident at the whole
bone level, with only the bone that is actually loaded under-
going adaptation [4, 5]. This concept is supported by much
human research investigating skeleton health indices in ath-
letes. Especially in players of racquet sports such as tennis,
the bones of the racquet arm or dominant arm display signif-
icantly greater bone mineral density and cortical bone con-
tent than in the non-playing arm [6, 7]. The site-specific de-
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positing of new bone is functionally important. It puts newly
formed bone where it is most required and increases bone
strength in the resistible direction of loading, while not un-
necessarily increasing the bone mass or density [8].

Experimental observations [9] show that in compari-
son with other organ systems, skeleton tissue is hypocellu-
lar and primarily composed of extracellular matrix. Trabec-
ular bone is a porous latticework of struts or plates of long
bones, whereas cortical bone is a dense tissue of low porosity
found in the diaphyses of long bones. The micro-structure
of cortical bone is organized as a hierarchical arrangement
of porosities, including a network of cellular spaces (lacu-
nae), interconnections (canaliculi), and larger vascular (os-
teonal) canals. This spectrum of micro-architecture features
implies the transformation of whole skeleton loading to lo-
calized changes in remodeling cycles.

Current understanding of bone remodeling is primarily
based on experimental results in vivo and in vitro. A great
deal of research has been carried out on the interactions of
autocrine, paracrine and endocrine activities of receptors and
ligands in bone remodeling and mechanotransduction path-
ways, the role of bone cells involved in this process at cel-
lular, even genetic level, and the influence of mechanical
loading on bone formation in bone remodeling. Based on
these observations, many hypotheses have been proposed as
to the role played by different signaling pathways and the
communication between bone cells in bone remodeling, and
similarly many hypotheses have been proposed regarding the
mechanical stimulus-bone-cell dynamics of trabecular bone
and cortical bone mechanical bone remodeling. However,
due to the complexity of the bone regulation system, which
involves numerous factors and interactions, systemic under-
standing is still incomplete.

Mathematical modeling provides a powerful tool for
testing and analyzing various hypotheses in complex systems
that are very difficult (such as time or money consuming) or
just impossible to apply in vivo or in vitro. However, rela-
tively few mathematical models so far have been proposed
regarding bone remodeling. Kroll [10] and Rattanakul et
al. [11] each proposed a mathematical model accounting for
the differential activity of parathyroid hormone (PTH) ad-
ministration on bone accumulation. Komarova et al. [12]
presented a theoretical model of autocrine and paracrine in-
teractions among osteoblasts and osteoclasts. Komarova et
al. [13] also developed a mathematical model that describes
the actions of PTH at a single site of bone remodeling, where
osteoblasts and osteoclasts are regulated by local autocrine
and paracrine factors. Potter et al. [14] proposed a mathe-
matical model for PTH receptor (PTH1R) kinetics, focusing
on the receptor’s response to PTH dosing to discern bone for-
mation responses from bone resorption. Lemaire et al. [15]
incorporated detailed biological information and a RANK-
RANKL-OPG pathway into remodeling cycle of the model
that included the catabolic effect of PTH on bone, but the
anabolic effect of PTH was not described. Based on the

model of Lemaire et al. [15], Wang et al. [16] developed
a mathematical model that could simulate the anabolic be-
haviour of bone affected by intermittent administration of
PTH. Pivonka et al. [17] developed an extended bone-cell
population model based on Ref. [15] to explore the model
structure of cell-cell interactions theoretically. Huiskes and
his colleagues studied trabecular bone extensively, in aspects
ranging from prediction of the development of trabecular ar-
chitecture [18] to effects of mechanical forces on the main-
tenance and adaptation of form in trabecular bone [19, 20].
Based on the trabecular bone remodeling theory developed
by Weinans et al. [21], Li [22] developed a new trabecular
bone remodeling model which could simulate both the un-
derload and overload resorption that often occur in dental
implant treatments.

However, compared with trabecular bone that repre-
sents 20% of the skeletal mass [23], even less theoretical
work has been done on cortical bone that comprises 80%
of the skeleton and has a high resistance to bending and
torsion [23]. To the authors’ knowledge, only three papers
that mathematically analyzed cortical bone remodeling have
been published. Two of them [24, 25] presented a mathe-
matical model at cellular level only introducing magnitude
of force and number of osteocytes to consider production of
NO and PGE2. The third paper [26] proposed a macroscopic
model to describe the time-dependent characteristics of bone
remodeling process, which is difficult to uncover the micro-
scopic mechanism. Inspired by current advances in bone bi-
ology experiments and based on Ref. [17], our cell popula-
tion dynamics model is the first to incorporate the following
new features which can provide deeper understanding about
mechanical bone remodeling mechanism at cellular level:

(1) The interstitial fluid shear stress rate RIFSS in the lacuno-
canalicular porosity structure is proposed as the physical
mediator of mechanotransduction by osteocytes in math-
ematical formulation.

(2) Three new rate equations describing changes of osteo-
cytes (OST), nitric oxide (NO) and prostaglandin E2

(PGE2) are incorporated in this model.
(3) The effect of loading frequency on bone mechanosensi-

tivity is investigated.
(4) The influence of the number of loading cycles during a

loading day and the recovery of bone mechanosensitivity
between two loading bouts as well as during the whole
loading period are explored.

(5) The Hill equation is extended to two ligands binding to
the same cell.

(6) A new standard bone fracture energy (BFE) is defined to
measure comprehensive biomechanical benefit for bone
after remodeling under mechanical loading.

Quantitative analysis using this model provides an in-
sight into effects of mechanical loading on cortical bone
remodeling, which undoubtedly benefits the development
of effective non-pharmacological and combined pharmaco-
logical therapies to combat bone related pathologies. In the
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field of bone tissue engineering, this improved understanding
of how mechanical conditions affect the formation of bone
components by the cells at a local level is essential for the
generation of tissues that will be functionally appropriate.

2 Model development

2.1 RANK-RANKL-OPG signalling pathway

The assumption that a coupling mechanism must exist be-
tween bone formation and resorption was first articulated in
1963 [27], however, the exact molecular mechanism that de-
scribes the interaction between cells of the osteoblastic and
osteoclastic lineages was only identified more than thirty
years later [28]. Recent breakthroughs in our understanding
of osteoclast differentiation and activation have come from
the analysis of a family of biologically related tumour necro-
sis factor (TNF) receptor (TNFR)/TNF-like proteins: osteo-
protegerin (OPG), the receptor activator of nuclear factor
(NF)-kB (RANK), and RANK ligand (RANKL), which to-
gether regulate osteoclast function [2, 29]. With the discov-
ery of RANK-RANKL-OPG, a revolutionary understanding
of osteoclastogenesis was born.

As far as the local regulation of bone cell function
is concerned, after the recent discovery of the RANK-

RANKL-OPG system, there is a clearer picture regarding
the control of osteoclastogenesis and bone remodeling in
general. The main switch for osteoclastic bone resorp-
tion is the RANKL [30], a cytokine that is released by pre-
osteoblasts [17]. Its action on the RANK receptor is regu-
lated by OPG, a decoy receptor, which is also derived from
osteoblastic lineage-active osteoblasts [17]. Osteoclast-to-
osteoblast cross-talk occurs mostly through growth factors,
such as transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), which are re-
leased from the bone matrix during resorption. The RANK-
RANKL-OPG signalling pathway between osteoblasts and
osteoclasts, PTH and the dual action of TGF-β is dia-
grammed in Fig. 1.

The overexpression of opposite phenotypes of OPG
as well as RANKL deletion (osteopetrosis), and OPG-
deficiency or RANKL overexpression (osteoporosis) have
led to the hypothesis that OPG and RANKL could be the
mediators for the stimulatory or inhibitory effects of a vari-
ety of systemic hormones, growth factors, and cytokines on
osteoclastogenesis [23]. This has recently been referred to
as “the convergence hypothesis” in that the activities of the
resorptive and anti-resorptive agents “converge” at the level
of these two mediators, whose final ratio controls the degree
of osteoclast differentiation, activation and apoptosis [31].

Fig. 1 Illustration of bone cell model including RANK-RANKL-OPG signalling pathway, PTH and duo action of TGF-β. A “+” or “−”
beside a factor represents a stimulatory or inhibitory action by the factor

2.2 Mechanotransduction in bone

The great majority of the cells of bone tissue, some 95%
in the adult skeleton, are osteocytes, lying within the bone
matrix, and bone lining cells, lying on the bone surface [32].

Both osteocytes and bone lining cells are terminally differen-
tiated osteoblasts and have long been considered as metabol-
ically inactive, with limited roles in bone biology. How-
ever, osteocytes remain in contact with the bone surface cells
and with neighboring osteocytes via long slender cell pro-
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cesses connected by means of gap junctions [33, 34]. Conse-
quently their abundance and connectivity make them a three
dimensional network for sensing mechanical strains. Re-
cent work [35] shows that osteocytes are the professional
mechanosensory cells of bone and lacuno-canalicular poros-
ity is the structure that mediates mechanosensing. It has
also become clear that dynamic mechanical load causes fluid
flow in the lacuno-canalicular network [36]. Experiments
in vivo [37] have indicated that this fluid flow serves as the
physical mediator of the mechanotransduction of osteocytes
and it is the fluid flow shear stress [38] that stimulates os-
teocytes within minutes to produce signaling molecules [39]
such as prostaglandins (especially PGE2) [40] and NO [41],
which modulate the activities of osteoblasts and osteoclasts,
thus completing the transduction from mechanical stimuli to
biochemical signals [42]. NO is a strong inhibitor of bone
resorption and acts by inhibiting RANKL expression in os-
teoblast precursors, while increasing OPG production in ac-
tive osteoblasts, thus decreasing the RANKL/OPG equilib-
rium and leading to reduced recruitment of osteoclasts and
positive bone formation [43]. Alternatively, PGE2 has strong
osteogenic effects which contribute to increases in osteoblast
differentiation from marrow stromal cells through the EP4 re-
ceptor [44].

3 Mathematical model

The schematic diagram of the mathematical model structure
of mechanical loading caused bone remodeling is shown in
Fig. 2.

In biochemistry, the Hill equation is used to describe
the fraction of the macromolecule saturated by a ligand as
a function of the ligand concentration; it is used in deter-
mining the degree of cooperativity of the ligand binding to
the enzyme or receptor. It was originally formulated by Hill
in 1910 [45] to describe the sigmoidal O2 binding curve of
haemoglobin

θ =
Ln

Kd + Ln
=

Ln

Kn
A + Ln

, (1)

where θ is the fraction of ligand binding sites filled, L is the
ligand concentration, Kd is the apparent dissociation constant
derived from the law of mass action, KA is the ligand con-
centration producing half occupation and n is the Hill coeffi-
cient.

In cell biology, cell responses such as differentiation,
proliferation and apoptosis are all related to various ligand-
receptor reactions of which some are stimulatory and oth-
ers are inhibitory [17]. In modeling cell responses, the Hill
equation is often used to describe the molecular input func-
tion. The activation (act for short) and repression (rep for
short) forms of the Hill equation [46] for the production rate
of a new cell or molecule are [17]

f (x∗) = βΠact =
βx∗

K1 + x∗
, (2)

f (x∗) = βΠrep =
β

1 + x∗K−1
2

, (3)

where x∗ is the active form of concentration x which is a
ligand that governs the production of a cell or molecule z
through binding to its receptor on cell, β is the maximal pro-
duction rate of z, and K1 and K2 are activation and repression
coefficients. Note here that we have already assumed that
Hill coefficient equals one. In this model, we extend the Hill
equation to the case where two ligands x and y both affect
the production of z through binding to their respective recep-
tors on the same cell. Then the production rate of z can be
expressed as

f (x∗, y∗) = β
(
kxΠ

x∗
act/rep + kyΠ

y∗
act/rep

)
, (4)

where kx and ky are the relative influence of ligands x and
y, respectively, as a percentage in the cellular process, and
kx + ky = 1.

For convenience, in the following related formulation,
we use the abbreviated forms for the factors involved. As
in Fig. 1, we used OBU for uncommitted osteoblastic pro-
genitors, OBP for preosteoblast, OBA for mature osteoblast,
OCP for osteoclast precursor, OST for osteocyte and OCA
for active osteoclasts, here we use RL for RANKL, RK for
RANK, Tβ for TGF-β, and P2 for PGE2, while OPG, NO
and PTH remain unchanged.

The equations governing the evolution of the number of
osteoblastic and osteoclastic cells in each maturation stage
are simply balance equations [15], which means that each
cell stage is fed by an entering flow and is emptied by the
outgoing flow of differentiated or apoptotic cells (Fig. 1).
As a result, utilizing Figs. 1 and 2 and based on the formula-
tion in Ref. [17], we can formulate the bone cell population
dynamics as follows

dNOBP

dt
= DOBU

(
kTβΠ

Tβ
act,OBU + kP2Π

P2
act,OBU

)

−DOBPNOBPΠ
Tβ
rep,OBP, (5)

dNOBA

dt
= DOBPNOBPΠ

Tβ
rep,OBP − AOBANOBA, (6)

dNOST

dt
= TOBANOBA − AOSTNOST, (7)

dNOCA

dt
= DOCPΠ

RL
act,OCP − AOCANOCAΠ

Tβ
act,OCA, (8)

where the subscript “cell” in the input functions Πmolecule
act/rep,cell

means the cell type that a specific molecule binds to and
“molecule” denotes the ligand involved in a particular cell
response. DOBU is the differentiation rate of uncommit-
ted OB progenitors, DOBP is the differentiation rate of pre-
osteoblasts, DOCP is the differentiation rate of preosteoclasts,
AOBA is the rate of elimination of OBA, AOCA is the rate of
elimination of NOCA, AOST is the rate of elimination of NOST,
and TOBA is the rate of trapped NOBA in bone matrix. All the
constants and their values can be found in Appendix I.
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the mathematical model structure of mechanical loading caused bone remodeling at cellular level

Note that in this hierarchical model there are two dif-
ferent time scales. A short time scale, which is less than
12 hours, is required to describe the production of NO and
PGE2, and a longer time scale of several months (up to 12
months) is needed to capture the effects of these two factors
and others on bone.

Bone matrix is the largest source of TGF-β in the
body [47]. TGF-β and growth factors and specific compo-
nents embedded in the bone matrix are released by osteo-
clasts during bone resorption [48]. The effect of TGF-β
on osteoblasts is bi-directional, depending upon the state of
maturation of the osteoblasts [15]. On one hand, TGF-β has
the potential to stimulate osteoblast recruitment, migration
and proliferation of osteoblast precursors (meaning OBPs in

our model) [48]. On the other hand, TGF-β inhibits terminal
osteoblastic differentiation into OBAs [49]. In this model,
we assume that the release rate of TGF-β from the bone ma-
trix is constant, and the binding of TGF-β to its receptors
is much faster than changes in the number of active osteo-
clasts. By using the short time scale and a quasi-steady state
assumption the expression of TGF-β is [17]

ATβ =
αKresOCA + S Tβ

D̃Tβ
, (9)

where S Tβ is a source/sink term for TGF-β, α is the TGF-β
content stored in bone matrix, Kres is the relative rate of bone
resorption, D̃Tβ is the rate of degradation of TGF-β. Conse-
quently the activation and repression forms of TGF-β can be
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obtained by substituting Eq. (9) into Eqs. (2) and (3)

Π
Tβ
act,OBU =

NTβ

KD1,Tβ + NTβ
, (10)

Π
Tβ
rep,OBP =

1

1 + NTβK−1
D2,Tβ

, (11)

Π
Tβ
act,OCA =

NTβ

KD3,Tβ + NTβ
, (12)

where KD1,Tβ is the activation coefficient related to TGF-β
binding on OBU, KD2,Tβ is the repression coefficient related
to TGF-β binding on OBP, KD3,Tβ is the activation coeffi-
cient of TGF-β binding on OCA. Applying the law of mass
action [15] used to describe the reactions of receptors and
corresponding ligands, the formulations including PTH with
its receptor, RANKL with OPG, RANKL with RANK can
be found in our previous work [16].

In the model we take NPTH as a regulator of RANKL
and OPG production. The assumptions are made that PTH
endogenous production is constant and NPTH,max � NPTH

and NPTH binding to its receptors on NOBP and NOBA is the
same, to obtain NPTH concentration and its according activa-
tion and repression functions as [17]

NPTH =
βPTH + PPTH,d(t)

D̃PTH
, (13)

ΠPTH
act,OBP =

NPTH

KD4,PTH + NPTH
, (14)

ΠPTH
rep,OBA =

1

1 + NPTHK−1
D5,PTH

, (15)

where βPTH is the synthesis rate of systemic NPTH, PPTH,d(t)
represents an external PTH dosing term, D̃PTH is the rate of
degradation of PTH, KD4,PTH is the activation coefficient for
RANKLeff on NOBP related to NPTH binding, KD5,PTH is the
repression coefficient for NOPG production related to NPTH

binding on NOBA. We already have argued the fact that NO
stimulates the production of NOPG expressed in NOBA while
NPTH down-regulates NOPG production of NOBA [16]. There-
fore, based on Ref. [17] and using Eq. (4) the NOPG concen-
tration can be expressed as

NOPG =
[
βOPGNOBA

(
kPTHΠ

PTH
rep,OBA + kNOΠ

NO
act,OBA

)

+POPG,d(t)
]/[
βOPGNOBA

(
kPTHΠ

PTH
rep,OBA

+kNOΠ
NO
act,OBA

)
N−1

OPG,max + D̃OPG

]
, (16)

where βOPG is the production rate of NOPG per NOBA, kPTH is
the relative influence of PTH binding in production of NOPG

in NOBA, kNO is the relative influence of NNO in production of
NOPG in NOBA, POPG,d(t) is an external NOPG administration
term, D̃OPG is the rate of degradation of NOPG, NOPG,max is the
maximum possible NOPG concentration. Also, NNO inhibits
RANKL (NRL) expression in NOBP and NPTH up-regulates the
NRL “effective carrying capacity” of OBP [16]. Building on

Ref. [17] we can obtain the concentration of NRL

NRL =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
RRLNOBPΠ

PTH
act,OBP

1 + KA1,RLOPG + KA2,RLNRK

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

×
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

βRLNOBPΠ
NO
rep,OBP + PRL,d(t)

βRLNOBPΠ
NO
rep,OBP + D̃RLRRLNOBPΠ

PTH
act,OBP

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (17)

where RRL is the maximum NRL on NOBP, KA1,RL is the asso-
ciation binding constant NRL-NOPG, KA2,RL is the association
binding constant NRL-RANK (NRK), βRL is the production
rate of NRL per NOBP, PRL,d(t) is an external NRL adminis-
tration term, D̃RL is the rate of degradation of NRL. Then
the activation function of NRL on differentiation of osteoclast
precursor cells NOCP can be obtained by using Eqs. (2) and
(17)

ΠRL
act,OCP =

NRL

KD6,RL + NRL
, (18)

where KD6,RL is the activation coefficient related to NRL bind-
ing on NOCP.

By now the unknown parameters are ΠNO
act,OBA, ΠNO

rep,OBP

and ΠP2
act,OBU,

ΠNO
act,OBA =

NNO

KD7,NO + NNO
, (19)

ΠNO
rep,OBP =

1

1 + NNOK−1
D8,NO

, (20)

ΠP2
act,OBU =

P2
KD9,P2 + P2

, (21)

which directly relate to the concentrations of NNO and PGE2

caused by mechanical loading. Here KD7,NO is the activation
coefficient for NOPG production on NOBA related to NNO and
KD8,NO is the repression coefficient for NRL production on
NOBP related to NNO and KD9,P2 is the activation coefficient
for OBU differentiation related to PGE2.

Here we define a loading regime which is also widely
used in animal tests [8, 50]: The number of loading cycles
during a training day is N, Trest (h) is the rest time between
loading bouts, n is the number of loading bouts per day. The
amplitude A (Pa) and frequency f (Hz) of the interstitial fluid
shear stress (IFSS) caused by the loading can be measured
using the method in Ref. [51], and therefore the peak fluid
shear stress rate RIFSS (Pa ·Hz) can be defined as [41]

RIFSS = 2πA f . (22)

The interstitial fluid flow is only formulated in terms of
load, as can be seen from Eq. (22), which means being an
intermediate variable it is not actually modeled. But it is still
worth stating the interstitial flow being the physical media-
tor of mechanotransduction by osteocytes that completes the
crucial transduction from mechanical stimuli to biochemical
signals, which is concluded for the first time in the field after
an extended literature review by the authors. This conclu-
sion will help other researchers in the field understand the
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mechanism of mechanotransduction of bone remodeling un-
der mechanical stimulus and propose other possible models
in the future.

To study the sensitivity of bone remodeling to mechan-
ical loading, we here define the mechanosensitivity of os-
teocytes MS OST with the frequency f , number of loads per
day N, the rest time between bouts Trest and the length of
loading period t. The experimental results indicate that load-
ing will not have an effect on bone formation if its fre-
quency is less than 0.5 Hz [52], and the sensitivity of bone
changes little when the loading frequency becomes greater
than 10 Hz [53], although it was demonstrated in Ref. [54]
that loading at frequencies up to 90 Hz can still have an ef-
fects on bone formation. Here we make use of a logarith-
mic function to describe the relationship between frequency
f and osteocyte mechanosensitivity MS OST

MS OST ∝ ln( f + 0.5), MS OST � 0. (23)

Data from Ref. [55] show that osteocyte sensitivity to
mechanical loading is proportional to 1/(N + 1)

MS OST ∝ 1
N + 1

, (24)

which means that bone loses more than 95% of its
mechanosensitivity after only 20 loading cycles. It can be
imagined that osteocytes will regain their sensitivity after a
period of rest between loading bouts. Data from Ref. [56]
demonstrated the following relationship

MS OST ∝ [2 − exp(−Trest/τ)], (25)

where τ is a time constant approximately equal to 6 h [56].
It is noted that 98% of bone mechanosensitivity is regained
after 24 h of rest.

Bone cells accommodate to routine loading, which
means that bone mechanosensitivity drops as loading period
extends. Here we hypothesize that bone mechanosensitivity
follows the relationship with loading period t (d)

MS OST ∝ exp(−t/Tacc), (26)

where Tacc is the time constant describing the rate at which
accommodation takes place, here assumed to be 24 d [57].
Making use of Eqs. (23)–(26), the osteocyte mechanosensi-
tivity can be written as

MS OST = KMS
ln( f + 0.5)

N + 1
[2 − exp(−Trest/τ)]

×exp(−t/Tacc), (27)

where KMS is a proportionality constant.

In most animal experiments, the mechanical stimula-
tion is applied no more than one hour per day and lasts for
several months [8, 50]. The conclusions from animal stud-
ies are that limited benefit is derived from additional load-
ing cycles above approximately 40 cycles per day [2], and it
has been clear that NNO and PGE2 production appears within
minutes [39] when the mechanical loading starts and finishes

several hours after the loading stops [58]. In this paper we
use the short time scale to describe NNO and PGE2 produc-
tion caused by mechanical stimulus, which is assumed to be
much faster than changes in the number of osteocytes (long
time scale) in remodeling BMUs. Using Eqs. (22) and (27)
and based on the experimental results [41, 59], we here de-
fine the concentration changes of NNO and PGE2 during bone
remodeling process as

dNNO

dt
= KNORIFSSNOSTn

∫ N

0
MS OSTdN − D̃NONNO, (28)

dP2
dt
= KP2RIFSSNOSTn

∫ N

0
MS OSTdN − D̃P2P2, (29)

where KNO is the secretion rate of NNO by osteocytes, n is the
number of loading bouts per day, KP2 is the secretion rate of
PGE2 by osteocytes, D̃NO is the rate of degradation of NO,
D̃P2 is the rate of degradation of T PGE2.

By now we have six unknown variables, NOBP, NOBA,
NOST, NOCA, NNO and P2, and six independent Eqs. (5)–(8),
(28) and (29). By using Matlab we can solve this ordinary
differential equation (ODE) system and obtain the numerical
results for each variable.

Then, following the method used in our previous
work [16], we assume that bone formation and resorption
rates are proportional to the number of active bone cells, that
is

dNBMC

dt
= Kfor (NOBA(t) − NOBA(t0))

−Kres (NOCA(t) − NOCA (t0)) . (30)

Note that NBMC is the bone mineral content in percent-
age (%) and Kfor and Kres are the relative bone formation and
resorption rates. We start the simulation from a so-called
“steady-state” where NBMC is 100%, dNBMC/dt = 0, corre-
spondingly. NOBA(t) is NOBA(t0) and NOCA(t) is NOCA(t0), as
detailed in Appendix II.

The mechanical stimulus is able not only to increase
bone mass but also to improve bone strength by influenc-
ing collagen alignment as new bone is being formed by
osteoblasts during bone turnover. Cortical bone tissue lo-
cated in regions subject to predominantly tensile stresses
has a higher percentage of collagen fibers aligned along the
bone long axis [2]. In regions of predominantly compressive
stresses collagen fibers are more likely to be aligned trans-
verse to the long axis [60]. This arrangement evidently func-
tionally improves bone tensile properties with more colla-
gen fibers oriented in the longitudinal direction [61] whereas
bone compressive properties are improved by transversely
oriented collagens [62]. In an experiment by Robling et
al. [8] cyclic mechanical loads were applied axially along
the ulna of adult rats for 16 weeks. The results indicated
that the pattern of bone formation caused by loading resem-
bled the stress distribution, with more bone formation where
the stresses were highest. Robling et al. tested the mechan-
ical properties and BMC of the sample before and immedi-
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ately after the experiment stopped, compared and analyzed
the data (before and after experiment), and found that the
bone structure was improved by a 69% increase in the second
moment of area, the bone strength increased by 64%, and
the energy absorbed before fracture (BFE) which is of more
practical interest to clinical practice increased by 94%, while
the BMC improved by only 7%. The results show that BMC
is only one of the factors that contribute to bone strength and
it is the BFE that is able to comprehensively evaluate the ef-
fect of mechanical bone remodeling. Consequently the way
using BMC to characterize bone remodeling, which have
been used in the existing mathematical models [15, 17], is
not suitable for measuring the effect of bone remodeling un-
der mechanical stimulus, and BMC is replaced by BFE in
this model.

In this paper, we take the bone fracture energy (NBFE)
absorbed before fracture as a more appropriate standard to
assess the significance of bone remodeling under mechan-
ical stimulus. The NBFE can be measured through experi-
ment, here by using our cell population dynamics model we
propose the formulation of calculating NBFE

dNBFE

dt
= Kfor (NOBA(t) − NOBA(t0))

−Kres (NOCA(t) − NOCA(t0))

+Kto
√

NOBA(t) + NOCA(t), (31)

where Kto is the relative rate of bone turnover. By substi-
tuting Eq. (30) into Eq. (31), it can be seen that BMC con-
tributes to NBFE

dNBFE

dt
=

dNBMC

dt
+ Kto

√
NOBA(t) + NOCA(t). (32)

It is proposed in the paper that NBMC linearly con-
tributes to NBFE, which is the first term in Eq. (32). The sec-
ond term in Eq. (32) stands for the contribution of bone
turnover (NOBA(t) + NOCA(t)) to NBFE in order to consider
the structural effects of optimized collagen alignment to bone
strength in newly formed bone. It is observed in the experi-
ment [2, 60–62] that the contribution of bone turnover to the
increment of bone strength diminishes as bone turnover in-
creases, here we postulate that it is the square root of bone
turnover that contributes to the derivative of NBFE to time. By
applying superposition principle, we can get the relationship
of NBFE with NBMC and bone turnover in the form of Eq. (32).
The validity of the proposed equations will be tested in the
following session. This equation might not be quite right but
it fits our model fairly well, which at least provides us with an
alternative understanding as to the relationship among NBFE,
NBMC and bone turnover.

In the paper all the parameter values used in the model
are from experiments, and are not varied or modified to
fit the experimental data. A cursory examination of the
parameters indicates two classes of parameters (for com-
plete listing see the Appendix I). The first class corre-
sponds to the physico-chemical parameters: KD1,Tβ, KD2,Tβ,

KD3,Tβ, KD4,PTH, KD5,PTH, KD6,RL, KD7,NO, KD8,NO, KD9,P2,
Tacc, KA1,RL, KA2,RL, kNO, kPTH, kP2, kTβ, βPTH, βRL, βOPG,
D̃PTH, D̃RL, D̃OPG, D̃Tβ, D̃NO, D̃P2, τ. These parameters gen-
erally remain fixed under different physiological conditions
and are easily measured through experiments and have val-
ues reported in the literature. The second class of parameter
value may fluctuate slightly in the case with larger physio-
logical environment changes, these are: AOBA, DOBU, DOBP,
TOBA, AOST, DOCP, AOCA, KNO, KP2, Kfor, Kres, Kto, NRK ,
α, NOPG,max, RRL. The values for these parameters are aver-
aged from a range of acceptable values for each parameter by
checking the literature. In the paper most parameter values
are taken from previous models in the field [15, 17], the other
new parameter values are from [24, 25, 56, 57] (see details in
Appendix I).

4 Numerical investigation

Mathematical models of biology are a form of complex hy-
pothesis. To test the validity of the hypothesis we use the
external data that have never been used in the creation of the
model to see if the model matches experiments. Ideally the
model should be tested by as many experiments as possible
to see if it is valid in a statistical sense, however, the reality
is that due to the complexity of such experiments and suit-
ability to our specific model, there are not many experiments
available for comparison. In this paper we have to simulate
five experiments of two different types in Refs. [8, 50]. Our
future work will test the model using more experiments when
available.

First we simulate the three experiments reported in
Ref. [50], in which 57 female Sprague–Dawley rats were
randomized to three groups: Group I loading was applied for
5 weeks followed by 10 weeks of time off (1 × 5), Group II
loading was applied for 5 weeks followed by 5 weeks of time
off and loading again for 5 weeks (2 × 5), Group III loading
was applied continuously for 15 weeks (3×5). An axial load
was applied to the right ulna for 360 cycles per day, at 2 Hz,
3 days per week at 15 N. We simulate the effects of three dif-
ferent loading schemes on BMC and compare them with the
experimental results, which are shown in Fig. 3.

The trends of BMC of loading schemes 1 × 5 and 3 × 5
are shown in Fig. 3a. From the dot curve we can see that for
the 1×5 loading scheme the BMC retains its initial value for
the first 4–5 days of loading which is in agreement with bone
remodeling theory, and then it begins to increase almost lin-
early under the mechanical stimulus until the loading stops
on the 35th day. After that, because of the accumulated NNO

and PGE2 the BMC continues to increase but the bone for-
mation rate (the gradient of curve) drops until BMC reaches
its peak value when bone formation rate becomes zero on
about the 50th day, then the bone remodeling maintains its
new equilibrium that BMC remains unchanged. For the 3×5
loading scheme the BMC follows the same pattern as the one
in 1 × 5 scheme for the first 5 weeks. The mechanical stim-
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ulus continues for another 10 weeks, when the bone forma-
tion rate decreases slowly towards the end of the experiment
(15 week loading). By the end of the experiment, each rat’s
BMC was measured and compared with that before the ex-
periment. The measured BMC increases are shown in the
graph by the small circles and squares with the word “Ex-

periment [50]”, and are 7.6% and 10.4% for the 1 × 5 and
3 × 5 schemes respectively, while the simulation results that
are shown by the small circles and squares with the word
“Present model”, predicting 6.1% and 9.1% increases for the
1 × 5 and 3 × 5 schemes, respectively.

Fig. 3 Simulation results of experiment in Ref. [50]. a BMC (NBMC) dynamics during the experiment period 105 d for loading scheme
1×5 and 3×5; b BMC dynamics during the experiment period 105 d for 2×5 loading scheme; c Trend comparison of experiment and
simulation results. In a and b, the small squares and circles with the words “Experiment [50]” and “Present model” represent respectively
the experimental and current simulation results on the 105th day

The pattern of BMC with respect to time (d) for 2 × 5
loading scheme is plotted in Fig. 3b. From day 0 to day 70
(5 week loading plus 5 week rest), the BMC demonstrates
exactly the same pattern as that in the 1 × 5 scheme, as ex-
pected. After 5 weeks’ break the bone cells regain some
mechanosensitivity and start to respond to the mechanical
loading from day 71 as predicted, but the graph shows clearly
that the bone formation rate is less than that in the first 5
weeks, which implies that the bone mechanosensitivity has
not fully recovered after 5 weeks’ rest. Eventually the ex-
periment shows a 9.8% increase and our simulation predicts
an 8.4% increase (see the small squares with word “Exper-
iment [50]” and “Present model” representing experimental
and current simulation results).

In Fig. 3c the three experimental results from Ref. [50]
are plotted and connected with solid line segments, while the
corresponding three simulation results are plotted and linked
with dash line segments. In the model of this complexity, a
close match of quantitative data is mostly based on the care-
ful choice of parameters. However, what is more important
is the ability of the model to predict qualitative pattern of
the response, as can be seen from the graph that the trend of
simulation is in consistent with experiments. For the same
reason the focuses in the following comparisons will be on
the trends of changes (percentage of increase or decrease)
rather than the values themselves. In this particular experi-
ment, in other words, one clear conclusion is that inserting
the rest period into the exercise regime does not result in pro-
portional decrease in bone gain. On the contrary, the bone
gain in 2 × 5 and 3 × 5 loading scheme is similar: 8.4% vs.

9.1% (only 8.3% difference) in our simulation and 9.8% vs.
10.4% (only 6.1% difference) in the experiment, and much
higher than the 1 × 5 loading scheme which is 6.1% in sim-
ulation and 7.6% in the experiment.

In another two experiments from Ref. [8], the right ul-
nas of 26 adult female rats were subjected to 360 load cy-
cles/day, delivered in a haversine waveform at 17 N peak
force, 2 Hz, 3 days/week for 16 weeks. Half of the rats (13)
were administered all 360 daily cycles in a single uninter-
rupted bout (360 × 1); the other half were administered 90
cycles four times per day (90 × 4), with 3 h rest time be-
tween bouts. At the end of intervention, the BMC and BFE
were measured for each rat and statistically analysed and
compared with the non-loaded baseline control group. Our
simulation and experimental results are shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4a shows BMC dynamics during an extended
loading period (more than 16 weeks) for 360 × 1 and 90 × 4
loading schemes. BMC remains almost its initial value in
the first week which agrees with bone remodelling cycle the-
ory, and then the bone formation rate and BMC value for
loading scheme 90 × 4 become greater than the 360 × 1
loading scheme, which agree with the experimental obser-
vation [8]. The bone formation rate in both cases diminishes
as time elapses as we can see from the graph. We continue
to draw the graph (which means the loading continues in ex-
periment) and it is interesting to see that it takes less time
for BMC to achieve peak value in 90 × 4 loading scheme
(150 d) than 360 × 1 loading scheme (180 d), unfortunately
there is not such experiment to verify this finding. By the
end of the experiment (that is 16 weeks loading), our simu-
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lation shows 5.5% and 8.8% increase of BMC for the 360×1
and 90 × 4 loading schemes respectively (see the small cir-
cles and squares with the words “Present model” on the solid
and dot curves), while the measured changes in experiments
are 6.9% and 11.7% respectively [8] (see the small circles
and squares with words “Experiment [8]”). Again the sig-
nificance of the model is the ability to predict the trend of

the increase percentage of BMC, which is 60% in simula-
tion (from 5.5% to 8.8%) compares well with 69.6% (from
6.9% to 11.7%) in experiment. The conclusion is significant
to mechanical stimulus therapies for that separating loading
into short bouts such as 90 × 4 in this experiment not only
achieves greater BMC in the end but also uses less time com-
pared with one long loading bout such as 360×1 in this case.

Fig. 4 Simulation results and comparison with those from experiment in Ref. [8]. a BMC dynamics during the extended loading period
of 170 d; b Energy absorbed before bone fracture dynamics during the extended loading period of 365 d; c Bone turnover (OBA + OCA)=
(NOBA + NOCA) dynamics; d OCA/OBA during the loading period; e OBA, OCA, OBP cell population dynamics during the loading period
(360× 1); f Messengers NO and PGE2 population dynamics during the loading period (360× 1). Note that in a and b the small squares and
circles with the words “Experiment [8]” and “Present model” represent the experimental and current simulation results respectively on the
112th day
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By using our newly proposed standard of the bone frac-
ture energy (NBFE) we calculate the dynamics of NBFE in the
extended loading period (that is 365 d) in Fig. 4b. The re-
sults show that the NBFE increases in an almost linear way
with respect to time (days) until about the 150th day in 90×4
loading scheme and the 180th day in 360×1 loading scheme,
which match the timing when BMC peaks in Fig. 4a. Then
the NBFE continues to grow linearly at a smaller rate probably
because of the stop of increase of BMC in both cases. The
distinguished difference between Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b is that
the NBFE continues to grow even after BMC stops increasing,
which means that bone strength continues to benefit from
mechanical stimulus although bone mass hardly gain. Our
simulation results indicate a 72.8% and 131.6% increase of
NBFE for 360×1 and 90×4 loading schemes respectively af-
ter a 16 week loading (see the small circles and squares with
words “Present model” on the solid and dot curves), while
the measured changes in the experiment are 94% and 165%
respectively [8] (see the small circles and squares with words
“Experiment [8]”). Once again the quantitative value itself
of each increase for loading schemes 360 × 1 and 90 × 4 is
not our focus, what is more important is the trend of increase
percentage which is 80.8% (from 72.8% to 131.6% ) in sim-
ulation compares well with 75.5% (from 94% to 165%) in
experiments.

From the increase of BMC in Fig. 4a and NBFE in
Fig. 4b, the comparative study of this particular case shows
that those small gains in BMC (from 5.5% to 8.8%)) impart
very large increases in NBFE (from 72% to 131%) because
the new bone formation is localized to the most mechan-
ically needed sites. Consequently it is possible to signifi-
cantly enhance fracture resistance through mechanical load-
ing such as exercises, even most exercise intervention stud-
ies yield increases in BMC of only a few percent at most.
This might be a significant difference between pharmacolog-
ically induced bone formation and loading induced bone for-
mation. For example, intermittent administration of NPTH

adds new bone mainly to the endocortical and trabecular
surfaces which makes relatively little contribution to resist
bending [63].

The dynamics of bone turnover (NOBA + NOCA) during
loading period for 360×1 and 90×4 loading schemes can be
seen from Fig. 4c. From beginning to about the 30th day both
loading schemes cause bone turnover to increase quickly at a
similar rate (with the value for 90×4 slightly greater than that
for 360×1). After that, it is surprising that the bone turnover
of 90 × 4 drops faster than 360 × 1 loading scheme which
implies less bone cell activity in samples from the 90 × 4
loading scheme after bone cells become desensitized from
the 30th day.

Figure 4d presents the ratio OCA/OBA dynamics in the
loading period for 360× 1 and 90× 4 loading schemes, start-
ing from OCA/OBA ≈ 1.25 in healthy adult which is consis-
tent with Ref. [15]. Both ratios show almost the same pattern
and value: They drop quickly since the mechanical loading

applies, from 1.25 to about 0.1 on the 20th day, and then
keep almost unchanged until the end of experiment, which
predicts an osteogenic outcome after loading.

Using our model, besides BMC which can be measured
easily through experiment, we can also gain insight into the
cellular dynamics of OBA, OCA and OBP during the load-
ing period, which is difficult or perhaps impossible to mea-
sure during the experiment. Figure 4e shows the population
dynamics of OBA, OCA and OBP during the 360×1 loading
period. It can be seen that OBA reacts quickly to the mechan-
ical loading with a large increase rate because of the positive
effect of PGE2 in the first 30 days, and then keeps dropping
slowly to the end of experiment which is consistent with the
decrease of PGE2 in Fig. 4f. Due to the inhibitory effect of
NO on OCA through the RANK-RANKL-OPG pathway the
number of OCA drops slightly as a result of limited produc-
tion and degradation. Under the stimulatory effect of TGF-β
(limited because of the limited activity of OCA) and PGE2,
the OBP number increase slightly compared with the initial
value and reaches almost the same value as OCA from the
60th day.

Figure 4f depicts the population dynamics of NO and
PGE2 in the 360× 1 loading period. NO responds to the me-
chanical stimulus quickly with a rapid increase in number at
a high rate, and PGE2 is also found to increase, consistent
with the experimental. Both numbers of NO and PGE2 start
to decrease from the 30th day, probably because the bone
cells accommodate to the routine loading and become de-
sensitized.

5 Summary

The proposed model is developed based on the following as-
sumptions and limitations:

(1) The bone remodeling initiated by mechanical loading
starts by programmed cell death in osteocytes [64]. It
is still not known what factors cause osteocyte death. In
the model the osteocyte death at the beginning of bone
remodeling is not taken into account.

(2) The amounts of uncommitted osteoblastic progenitors
(OBU) and osteoclastic precursors (OCP) are assumed
to be very large, because of which the numbers of OBU
and OCP do not appear in the model.

(3) In the numerical simulations the RANK concentration is
fixed and this assumption could be relaxed in the future
study.

(4) PTH endogenous production is considered as constant
and not further regulated.

(5) The model is based on the so-called “convergence hy-
pothesis” that all the activities of resorptive or anti-
resorptive agents converge at the level of RANKL and
OPG through which the final effects are achieved.

(6) The change in bone shape, namely the macroscopic bone
surface remodeling is not included in the paper, which
explains why there is no spatial distribution in the current
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model. But this spatial distribution bone surface remod-
eling is under way and will be given later.

In this paper we propose a bone cell population dynamics
model for cortical bone remodeling under mechanical load-
ing. A few features of this model are proposed for the first
time in this field: The interstitial fluid shear stress rate caused
by mechanical loading in the lacuno-canalicular porosity
structure as the physical mediator of mechanotransduction
to calculate production of NO and PGE2, osteocytes being
the mechanosensor and its population being introduced into
model, the effects of number of loading, frequency, the rest
time between loading bouts and the length of loading pe-
riod on the mechanosensitivity of osteocytes, utilization of
the extended Hill equation to estimate the overall effect of
two ligands binding to the same cell, the new standard BFE
(bone fracture energy) being proposed for comprehensive as-
sessment of bone remodeling caused by mechanical loading.
The good agreement between the simulations and the exper-
imental results is very encouraging, and indicates our correct
understanding of the quantitative mechanism of mechanical
bone remodeling at cellular level.

This model is considered as the platform of mathemati-
cal modeling of bone remodeling under mechanical stimulus,
based on which quantitatively systemic control theory anal-
ysis is under way and will give more insights into the con-
trol mechanism of bone remodeling at cellular level. From a
control theory point of view, one can argue that there would
be several control mechanisms acting simultaneously in such
a complex system which is bone remodeling unit (BMU),
i.e., a BMU’s response to changes in bone microenvironment
would be governed by a simultaneous change in differentia-
tion/apoptosis rates of bone cells that describe fundamental
cell lineage behaviors. In order to investigate such a sce-
nario we will perform simultaneous combinations of change
of one, two, three until six differentiation/apoptosis rates,
with the aim to find some parameter combinations that can
allow the BMU to respond in a controlled way to applied
changes in differentiation/apoptosis rates. It can be expected
that identified control mechanisms would help researchers to
develop combined pharmacological-mechanical therapies to
treat bone loss diseases such as osteoporosis.

Appendix I

Parameter values and descriptions (all parameter values are from Refs. [15,17] except otherwise indicated)

Symbol Value Description

DOBU/(pmol·L−1·d−1) 7 × 10−4 Differentiation rate of uncommitted OB progenitors

DOBP/(pmol·L−1·d−1) 5.348 Differentiation rate of preosteoblasts

DOCP/(pmol·L−1·d−1) 2.1 × 10−3 Differentiation rate of preosteoclasts

AOBA/(pmol·L−1·d−1) 0.189 0 Rate of elimination of OBA

AOCA/(pmol·L−1·d−1) 0.700 0 Rate of elimination of OCA

AOST/(pmol·L−1·d−1) 3.1 × 10−2 Rate of elimination of OST [24, 25]

KD1,Tβ/(pmol·L−1) 4.545 × 10−3 Activation coefficient related to TGF-β binding on OBU

KD2,Tβ/(pmol·L−1) 1.416 × 10−3 Repression coefficient related to TGF-β binding on OBP

KD3,Tβ/(pmol·L−1) 4.545 × 10−3 Activation coefficient of TGF-β binding on OCA

KD4,PTH/(pmol·L−1) 1.500 × 102 Activation coefficient for RANKLeff on OBP related to PTH binding

KD5,PTH/(pmol·L−1) 0.222 6 Repression coefficient for OPG production related to PTH binding on OBA

KD6,RL/(pmol·L−1) 1.500 × 102 Activation coefficient related to RANKL binding on OCP

KD7,NO/(pmol·L−1) 15.73 Activation coefficient for OPG production on OBA related to NO [24, 25]

KD8,NO/(pmol·L−1) 21.89 Repression coefficient for RANKL production on OBP related to NO [24, 25]

KD9,P2/(pmol·L−1) 3.674 Activation coefficient for OBU differentiation related to PGE2 [24, 25]

NRK/(pmol·L−1) 10 Unchanged concentration of RANK

RRL 3 × 106 Maximum RANKL on OBP

βPTH/(pmol·L−1) 2.5 × 102 Synthesis rate of systemic PTH

βRL/(pmol·L−1) 1.684 × 104 Production rate of RANKL per OBP

βOPG/(pmol·L−1) 1.464 × 108 Production rate of OPG per OBA

D̃PTH/(pmol·L−1) 86 Rate of degradation of PTH

D̃RL/(pmol·L−1) 10.13 Rate of degradation of RANKL
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D̃OPG/(pmol·L−1) 0.35 Rate of degradation of OPG

D̃Tβ/(pmol·L−1) 1 Rate of degradation of TGF-β

D̃NO/(pmol·L−1) 1 × 103 Rate of degradation of NO [24, 25]

D̃P2/(pmol·L−1) 1 × 102 Rate of degradation of T PGE2 [24, 25]

kTβ 0.5 Relative influence of TGF-β binding in OBU differentiation

kP2 0.5 Relative influence of PGE2 in OBU differentiation

kPTH 0.7 Relative influence of PTH binding in production of OPG in OBA

kNO 0.3 Relative influence of NO in production of OPG in OBA

KA1,RL/(L·pmol−1) 1 × 10−3 Association binding constant RANKL-OPG

KA2,RL/(L·pmol−1) 3.412 × 10−2 Association binding constant RANKL-RANK

NOPG,max/(pmol·L−1) 2 × 108 Maximum possible OPG concentration

α/% 1 TGF-β content stored in bone matrix

Kres/(d−1) 1 Relative rate of bone resorption

Kfor/(d−1) 1.571 Relative rate of bone formation

Kto/(d−1) 15.52 Relative rate of bone turn over [24, 25]

TOBA/(pmol·L−1·d−1) 0.15 Rate of trapped OBA in bone matrix [24, 25]

KNO/(pmol·L−1·d−1) 2 × 104 Secretion rate of NO by osteocytes [24, 25]

KP2/(pmol·L−1·d−1) 1 × 102 Secretion rate of PGE2 by osteocytes [24, 25]

Tacc/d 24 Time constant describing the rate at which accommodation takes place [57]

τ/h 6 Time constant [56]

Appendix II

Initial values of the model variables

DOBUΠ
Tβ
act,OBU − DOBPNOBPΠ

Tβ
rep,OBP = 0, (A1)

DOBPNOBPΠ
Tβ
rep,OBP − AOBANOBA = 0, (A2)

TOBANOBA − AOSTNOST = 0, (A3)

DOCPΠ
RL
act,OCP − AOCANOCAΠ

Tβ
act,OCA = 0. (A4)

Solving Eqs. (A1)–(A4) we obtain the initial values of the
model variables shown as follow Table.

Symbol Value/(fmol·L−1)

NOBA(0) 0.212 699 113 0

NOBP(0) 0.008 986 869 185

NOCA(0) 0.276 916 699 3

NOST(0) 1.029 189 256
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